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The Metadiscourse Component:

Understanding Writing about Reading Directives

n JOO Williams' -book Style-(1980, 57-47), he pointsOui-thatheneve-F--

+17 an author writes more than a few words, he usually has to write on two

levels. "He writes about the subject he is addressing, of course: foreign'

policy or the operation of a computer (the primary topic). But he also

tells his audience directly or indirectly how they should take his subject."

in these two sentences, for example , of course, but, and also function as

directives to the reader- -they serve more to direct than to inform himi.

And in the proceeding sentence for example-told the reader how to connect

that sentence to the previous two. Williams uses the term metadiscourse

to distinguish this kind of writing about reading from writing about

primary topics. . MoSt texts contain some metadiscourse.- Without it, an

author couldn't announce that he is changing the subject or coming to a

Conclusion, that what he is asserting is More or less reliable, or that

are-importanc.\ Without metadiscourse, he couldn't define terms

' or acknowledge a difficult line of thought, or even the existence of a

readep

A good,deal of metadiscourse is used in some kinds of writing: per-
.

sonal narrative, arguments, memoirs, or any discourse in Which the author

filters his ideas through a concern with how his readers will take them.
_

4

Other kinds of writing such as opeeatirig instructi,ps, laws, technical

manuals, etc/ may have no metadiscourse. ,Although some, writers have not

e

Pea'rned to control metadiscourse, thus burying their primary message,

4
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generally it is very useful for readers. Successful discourse processing

for comprehension requires that readers have under control' conventional

fledge of metadin-arse ( which is pg-rf75f-the-laripage-arld comMUnica-_-- --- ---- .

---

tion system), in addition 'to loperations for processing, the primary topic

discourse.

With metadiscourse awareness and strategies for using it, readers will

better understand the authors' text plan. They will-kribw. whether they

are reading' the introduction, the body or conclusion of a text. And they'11

__I know when the author has shifted to a different topic or defined a term.
t.. ' %I& 4 ---- kt.

Readers will understand that an author believes what he is asserting is

reliable, that he is conceding this point and pointing out this point or

that he consHers-certain ideas more important than otherS,

One of the most important functions for metadiscourse is to serve as

textual. relevance cues (van Dyk, 1979). Van Dyk defines relevance as the,

result of an operation by Which a reader assigns some degree of.importance

to some propefty of the discour se. _Relevance isArelative and varies

7 -

according to the context: relevance for a certain aUthor or reader,

relevance with respect to a certain problem or task, etc. Relevance implieS

constrativeness: if some properties of a text are assigned relevance by

authors or readers, other properties are riot given relevance. According

to van Dyk, relevance plays an.important role in discourse compreTiension.
. _

Types of relevance exist for various levels of ::anbrYsis.: Semantic'relevance

exists at the level Of sentences, sequences, and discoursd,as a whole

Textual (structural) relevance Should-be distinguished from contextual

relevance.



Textual relevance can be normal or differential. Nome) textual

relevance is defined in terms,of infortatiog.....erstribution concepts (topic/

comment/ of atTfie micr5=TEructure.liWil and-Cy macro-structures at

the level of global themes or.eopics. Differential textual relevance in-.. _ _ . _

volves contrasting or foregrounding elements with respect to other elements

at the same level (background). Metadiscourse helps put into readers'

focal awareness what is important according to text structure.

ConteX'tual relevance is defied in terms of cognitive set factors

(knowledge, task, interest, and attitudes, etc.) by van Dyk. It is what

the author intended to be important now or what the reader finds important

now. Van Dyk's structual cognitive model tries to account for both tvtual

and contextual relevance assignments: NoPmal relevance is determined by

a standard text representation in episodic memory. Propositional infoima-

lic tion resulting from the.cognitive set interacts with- the structure by '

11111 vatimet,

assigning extra structure and Upgrading those elements considered important

or relevant. This model accounts for processes of text learning, recall,

an'd (re-) production of text on Ile basis of relevance assignments. Pr44-

duction contexts have their own relevance assignments according to the

specific task or interests of the communicative context. Readers must use

metadiscourse to determine the specific task or communicative context in-

\cterest for understanding the total meaning of a text.

Van Dyk has ten types of relevance signals in discourse: graphical,

phonetic/phonological, paratextual; syntactical, lexical, semantic, prag-

mWc, schematic/superstructural, stylistic, and rhetorical. Metadiscourse

involves the lexical, and pragmatic types.

/7



Lexical:

Direct relevance expressions: important, relevant, critical, etc.

Theme )ndicators: the subject/theme/ . . . is:

...Summarizers.in brief/short, in other termsZwords, etc.

__Concluders: the conclusion, result, etc. is: we,conclude . .

.'

Connectives: so, ttlus, hence

Superstructure signals: our premises are, the conclusion is, it all

happened in, suddenly, the outcome was . .

Pragmatic:

104obal illocutionary force indicating devices: I (hereby) warn, ask,

congratulate, you, particles.

Williams (1980) alSo discusses several of the more common types of

ti
metadi scourse.

Hedges
%.

itedges are Words used by wTiters.in all professions to,convey a note

of cautign or confidence. Readers must understand how hedges work,'how
..

they show the author's attitude toward. what lefNs saying. Hedgeprevent

what 'the author has to say about the primary topic from sounding too timid

or arrogan't.' They give authors room for making exceptions. Some of the

more commonMedges; , usually, often, spmetimes, almost, virtually, possibly,

pdrhapsjapparently, seemingly, in Some ways, to a certain extent, sort of,
,

.for the most part, for all- i.ntent and purposes, in some respects, in my

"opinion at least,.may, mrghe, can could, seem, tend, try, attempt, seek,
g.4.9

hope. When.hedges

dre'miedg

readers mAt realize they qualify the meaning

of:the rest of the proposition.



Emphatics

Emphatic metadiscourse underscores what authors realAy'believe or

would their readers to thinC-fheTbelleve. Some of,-tHe-more-Zommob

emphatics: as everyone knows, it is generally agreed that, 4
tits clear that,

the fact is, as we can plainly see, literally, clearly, obviously, undoubtedly,

, certainly., of course, indeed, inevitably, very, invariably, always, key,

central, crucial, basic, fundamental, major, cardinal, primary, principal,

essential, integral. These words usually mean "Believe."

Sequencers

Sequencers at-e phrases or clauses 4bat tell the reader the author's

sequential plans and intentions for the. text. E.g.:

In this next section of 6le report, 1 will deal with the problem

of noise pollution.

Or

--
In this paper, I propose such criteria and apply them to a

selection of well-known models; I then consider the status of my

own deliberations in tl e same terms. (Beaugrande, 1980, p..1),.

topicalizers

Phrases such as in regard to, where X is concerned, in the, matter of,

as for, speaking of, turning now to, there is/are, etc. announce a shift
4

in the topic clearly for the reader.

In regard to a vigorous style, the most important' characteristic

is a shdfr,-concrete subject followed by a forceful verb.-

or
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Where the industrial development of China is concerned, it will

be years 15efcce it becomes competitive with Japan's.

,There are

or

r ways to resolve this-conflict.

,Setadilcourse.can be classified still another way. Linguists would

call most metadiscourse adverbials (Quirk & Greenbaum, 1975). The three

classes of adverbials are adjuncts, disjuncts, and conjuncts.

1

Adjuncts:

Adjuncts are integrated within the structure of the clause to at least

Some extent. E.g.:

I can now understand. ,

At far as Mathematics is concerned, he was a complete failure.

v

Looked at politically, it Was not an easy problem.

Focusing adjuncts indicate that what ig being communicated is limited to a

part that is focused (Limiter Adjuncts) or that a focused part is an

addition (Additi/ Adjuncts).

Limiters:'
.71 .

Exclusives restrict what is said to the part focused, e.g.: alone,,

just, merely, only, purely, simply. Particularizers restrict what is said
I

particularly or mainly to the part focu , e.go: chiefly, especially,

mainly, mostly, in particular.

Additives

Also, either, even, neither, nor, too, as well as, in addition. View-

:
Ooint adjuncts indicate the point of view for the subject being discussed.



Disjuncts and conjuncts, on the other hand, are not integra,ted-within the

;ft

clause. Semantically, disjuncts express an evaluation of what is being

fr

said either with .respect to the form of the communication .or_to i_ts_contrb1.1

. E.g.: Frankly, I am tired.

Fortunately, no one Complained.

Host disjuncts are prepositional phrases or,clauses% They can be

divided into two. marn Classes: Style disjuncts (a small class) and atti-

tudinal disjuncts. Style disjuncts convey the speakers' comments in the

form of what he is saying, defining in some way under what conditions he

speaking. Attitudjnal disjuncts", on the other hand, comment on the

content of the communication. Examples of the use of style disjuncts:

Seriously, do you intend to resign?

Strictly speaking, nobody is allowed in here.

,Very frankly, I am tired.

Very frankly is equOalent to I tell you.very frankly, an illocu-

tionary speech act.

n adverbs as Atyle disjuncts include: bluntly, briefly,4candidly,

confi,dentialrY, frankly, generally, honestly, personally, seriously.

Examples of attitudinal disjuncts, adverbs that convey the speaker's

comment on the content of what he is saying:

Obviously, nobody expected us to be here today.

Of course, nobody imagines that he will repay what he borrowed. .

-

Even more important, he has control over the finances of the party.

To be sure, we have heard many such promises before..

He has probably left by now. (I consider it probable .



Attitudinal disjuncts can be put in semantic groups.

Group l: speaker's comment on the extent to which he belie/es that

what s_saying

(a) These express primarily a subjective view on the truth of,what

is said, usually the view of the speaker:-..

Certainly, they have no right to be there: ('I am certain that . . .')
11,

Those expressing conviction: admittedly, certainly, definitely, indeed,

surely, undeniably, undoubtedly, unquestionably.

Those expressing some degree .of doubt: quite, likely, maybe, perhaps,

possibly, presumably, reportedly, supposedly.

(b) These present degrees of conviction as open to objective evidence.

Obviously, they have no right to be here.- eft is obvious to me and to

everybody else that . . .')

Those expressing conviction: clearly, evidently, plainly, incontestably.

Those expressing some degree of doubt: apparently.

(c) These refer to the reality or lack of reality in what is said.:

actually, realty, ideally, officially, technically, theoretically.

Those expressing that what is being said is true in principle:

basically, essentially, fundamentally.

Group-11: comment other than en the truth-value of what is said.

(a) These convey the attitudes of the speaker without any necessary

implication that the judgmentapplies,to the subject of the sentence or.'

indeed to the speaker.'

Fortunately, John returned the book yesterday.



(:.) These convey the speaker's attitude, with the implication that

the judgment applies to the subject Of the sentence.

Wisely777-ohh riturned-the book7eSterday.

. While semantically the function of disjuncts is to express w the

writer evaLuates'the form of the content or what is,said in the content's

conjuncts have a connective function, They indicate the connectjon between

what is being said and what was said before. Most conjuncts are adverb'

phrases oriPrepositional phrases. E.g.:

We have complained several times about the noise, and yet he does

nothing about it.

A

I.have looked into his qualifications. He seems very intelligent,

though.

if they open all the windows, then I'm leaving.
3

I'd like you to o two things for me. First,, phone the office "and.
. .

tell them I'll be late. Secondly, order 4 taxi to be here in 30

minutes.

You can tall him I'll not put up with his compl,aints any/longer.

What'S Dor I'll tell ,aim that myself tomorrow.

!Ike you've given him a good report. You're satisfied with his

work, then, are you?

Iook him to the zoo and then to the circus. All in al.], he's

.had a good time today.

It was a difficult exam. Nevertheless, he passed it.

He doesn't need any money from us. On the contrary, we should be

going to him for a loan. ,

) r

. If it rains, then we eat at home.

:

1
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Although I studied for the exam, still, I failed t.

,,

Granted he's qualified on paper, nonetheless, I don't believe he

can- handle the -job.

I

-""i

Becausethe fire inspectors noticed violations, accordingly we'll

correct them.

While Mary prepared soup, meanwhile we prepared a salad.

True, the school is prestigious; however, its fringe benefits are

low.

Thesc common conjuncts can be grouped according to their subclasses:

Enumerative:'- first, second, third . . .; first, secondly . . one, two,

three: a, b, c; for one thing . . . (and) for another (6L1 gl;

'begin wIth",'to start with; in the first place, in the second place;

next, then; finally, last, lastly; to conch&

Reinforcing: also,°furthermore, moreover, then, in addition, above, all

0
what is more

Equative: equally, likewise, similarly, in the same way

Transitional: by the way, incidentally

Summative: then, all.in ell, in conclusion, to sum up

Apposition: namely,' (viz); in' othersksords, for example; (e g.), for

instance, that is (i.e.); that is to say"

RevAlt: consequently, hence, so, therefore, thus, as a result, somehow

Inferential: else, otherwise, then, in other words, in that case

Reformuletory: 'better, rather, in other words
/

Replacir: alternatively, rather, on the other hand .

Antithetic: instead, then, on' the contrary, fn contrast, by comparison, k

on the other llacid

1
:-t. ,, ale

T.
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Although I studied for the exam, still,' I failed it.

Granted he's qualified on paper, nonetheless,- I donitbelieve he

tan handle -tie job.

r

Ilt

-7

Beeabse the fire inspectors nOticedviolatious; accordik9ly

- correct them: v

While Mary prepared soup, meanwhile we pregered a salad.

True, the school is_ prestigious; however, its fringbeneftts are

low.
*

).

-These common'conjuncts canbe grouped 'according to their subclasses:

ative: jirst, second, third . . ; first, secondly . .; one, two,
ar

three;, b, c; for one thing . . (and) for another (thing); to

begin with,=to start with; in the first place, in the second place;

a
next, thentally, last, lastly, to1conclude

Reinforcing: also,-furthermore, moreover, -then, in addition, above,

what is more

Equative: equally, likewise, similarly, in the same way

Transitional: by the way, ineidNitally

Summative: then, all in all, in conclusion, to sum up .

Apposition: ;namely, (viz); in other words, for example,

Instance, that is (i.e.); that is to say

, for

Result: 'consequently, hence, so, therefore,, thus, as a result, somehow

Inferential: else, otherwise,othen, in tither wards, in that case

Reformplatory: better, rather, in other words

Replacive: alternatively, rather, on the other hand
,--

Antithetit: instead, then, on tie contrary, in contrast, by compariso'n,

on the other hand
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Concessive:lanyhow, anyway, besides, else, however, never.theless,.tt11,

though, yet, in any case, at any rate, in .spite of that, 'after all,

$ on th-eotNer ligi'd7-511' the same

Temporal Transition: meantime, meanwhile, iti21-4k2jeantime.

,....Sometimes the logical relationship _between a subordinate clause. and

the superordinate clause that forlows is emphasized by adding a conjunct

to the latter. And sometimes attPtudinal disjuncts w4tha concessive force

may correldie with a concessive conjunct:
/-

condition: if n. . . then_

concession: although/even though while/granted, even if .

however, anyway nevertheless, nonetheless, anyhow

cause: because/seeing that: . . therefore/hence/accordinglyi

consequently

time: while . . . meanwhile/meantime

true/clearly/certainly . still/yet/however

A clause containing a conjunct may be linked to a preceding clause by

one. of the coordinators (and, but, 'E.g.:

and so or + else/again (replacive)

but + however/then (antithetic) /though

A
and/but + beside;/still/yet/nevertheless

Because some readers begin reading appropriately but somewhere along

the way forget what they are reading about, they have the,problem of

.schema maintenance (Pearson E Spiro, 1980). Processing metadiscourse 4s

as important 'es processing the primary topic discourse. Learning to process

band understand metadiscourse is like learning to process and understand
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directions. And just asmany readers find reading and foliowipg directions
4

a,problem, SO also many readers find the .same problem with metadiscourse.

......*Horeattention must be given to giying students metacognitieawarenest of
. e

metadiscourse and strategies for its use so that they may understand how

/

to take the author; maintain schemas by connecting sentences, shift topics,

recognize n introduction, tr/onsition, and a conclusAon, recognize the

author's attitudes and whether he is being subjective or objective, and

recognize the relevance,siggnals.

The foUowing suggestions should help students gain better awareness

and mastery,of metadiscourse:

1. Survey texts used by studeTts in their classes for examples of

metadiscourse and then use those'passages in class, discussing the

meanings and functions of the metadiscourse.

2. Give students the opportunity to give Synonyms for the types of

metadiscourse and generate sentences using them.

3. dive students sentences with the metadiscourse directives deleted

and have them supply the directives.

4. Give them sentences with the metadiscourse directives deleted
. Yr

from various positions initial, medial, and final position (a modi-
t.

fied cloze testy and have them supply them for metadiscourse Vosition

awareness..

5. Give students whole essays, chapters or stories with metadiscourse

deleted and have ti1supply the directives, being sure to delete all

types of metadiscourse: adjuncts, disjuncts, and conjuncts,, and
!.

to use a variety of discourse types: argumentation, narrative, des-

cription, expository, letters, reports,radvertisemets, etc. This

1
t..)

r_
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would give students ekperience with metadiscourse on a local and

r,
global level andmdiscouse type and context specific metadiscourse.

6. Gi-Vi-i4T-Tting asSignMenti that-rqutre-different-types-of-meta-

discourse .(the subclassesof adjuncts, disjuncts, and conjuncts).

This means different types. of prose assignments: fables, folk tales,

short-stories, argumentative essays, cause and effect, comparison,

cOhfra;t, process, techpicd1 and,literary descriptions, advertise-
,

ments; etc, Require the metadiscourse to be shown on the outline or

plan sheet in'brackets.

7. Present passages with metadiscourse where students must choose

between three different types or choices /then 'discuss the-reasons
b

for choosing or not choosibg each metadiscourse directive.'

8. Have students bring Fm their own samples of metadiscourse from

their in-school or out-of-school reac40g. These could be shared with

the class., discussed and made into a-book of metadisCourse examples.

9. Give students lists of metadi.scourse types and meanings/functions

to match. Rdquire using each in various types of sentences (simple,

'compound, complex, compound- complex and declarative, imperative,

question) and also in-larger units--paragraphs and passages. Have

them use them in initial,medial, and final positions, discussing the

effect op meaning, emphasis, and theme for each position.

10. Make students aware ,of the morphology of 'the metadiscourse,
7

giving experiences with suffixes arid compounds. Students could also

work withthe etymology, spelling,-and punctuations of connectors.
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11. Give students practice in using informal and formal metadis-
.

-

course agpropriately. .Studerites should have experience using meta-

discourse in both,oTal and written situations andon a continuum from

informal to formal to make them aware of the difference between

regUsters, oral and .written discourse, and the' internal and external
.

conjuncts discussed by HaJfiday dnd Hhtn (197G).
AW

12.. Try to have the teacher and class work out rules for using meta-

, discoUTse as a writer and reader. Provide lists of these rules for
0

students to use,as a self-checking guide for metacognition when they

are reping or writing.

3., Hold students accountable for metadiscourse knowledge and appli

cation in' readillg comprehension tests with passages and items, that

address this issue and in writing assignments requiring appropriate

amounts and USe'of metadiscourse of all types.

Examples of some of these exercises can be seen in Appendix A. Surely

if teachers make an effort to teach students explicitly about metadiscourse

and the need for mastery in order to process and produce discourse, their

students will become more literate and better text processors.
1

IV. The Mood Component: Understanding,Nonlinguistic Feeling in Texts

Not only is the metadiscourse component necessary in a more adequate

ocess model of reading comprehension, but also a mood component. The

d component can be defined as that component. having to do with the mood

or atmosphere of the text and tht author's attitude toward.his audience,

the subject matter, and the situation,;. Mood in written discourse is often

explicit as in the case of viewpoint adfuncts or disjuncts, or (which is

I "
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more usually the ase) is im6li 1 , requiring the reader to pick up'On the

syntactic, semantic, and lexical cues provided by the author., hi addition,

processing mood requires FOWTage of -Thetorical and literary deviceiria

by authors to convey the mood of the text. Processing mood then, because'

of its usual implicitness: subtle cues, and knowledge of language and knowl-
1

edge of language use requirements is a complex task.

Reading educators, cognitive psychologists, and psycholinguists have

yet to disdOver mood as a factor in comprehension. But what readers - 'learn

from texts is heavily influenced by mood, both in terms of evaluation of

entry into the text (1 am interested, put off, by the text?) and in terms

of evalu tion'of the content presented (what does it mean?). Mood, like

all matters of style, is generally squeezed out of the K-12 curriculum and

left for "college" where it is also squeezed out or inadequately treated

(Dillon, in press).

Models of reading used ,by reading researchers are based on the-notion

that comprehension is essentially the extraction of propositional content

logical structure or truth conditions of the passage read. Comprehension

can/be measur,ed therefore in terms of the numbers of proposith&ns expressed

(and entailed) that subjects can recall from a text they have read. How-
.

ever, the meaning of a propOsition is qualified by the mood in t'lle text.

Just as the surface form and propositional content is qualified by the

tone dfa speaker in oral discourse, so too is the surface form and propo-

sitional contgnt qualj,f4ed by the tone or mood of a writer expressed

(pcpl. itly or implicitly in a text. Complete processing and comprehension

of a text requires a^ modelof reading with components of the 'sdidl and
q,..
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'unsaid,' metadiscourse and mood,"the logical and analogical, the decom-

positional,and wholistic,.the denotative and connotative.
ti

iheViit:4 of reading as propositionalcontent extraction is also

reflected in)tlIv4 educational system. Schools produce students who- can give,

.,

at least a rough account of what is said but not how'it is to .be taken

students ° cannot flentify the attitudinal metadiscourse or 'solace and

describe the mood. TH.s view is deeply entrenched in most of the aptitude

and achievdMent tests which are commonly cited to demonstrate how well

students read and howadecti,ately the schools are doing their job (Dillon,

in press). If students are I° come away from a1 text with.a total meaning,

they need scher7availability,,,schema maintenbnce, schema construction

ability for content cid ;ext fea4res and mood control. Teachers need to

use direct instruction for,this mood control. The following exercise

might be useful for such direct instruction:

1. Give background information 66,,,.metadiscourse, ,speech act theory-0

rhetoric, and mood and then exercise on each with 'said' and 'unsaid'

the explicit and implicit, and the levels of meaning as variables.

Discuss the speaker/author using mood aA a,- device for making clear

what act it is that he is performing wheik he says something (Bartine,

1979. ) -

2. Define mood; give examples of.kinds of moods.

3. Elicit.deicription's of ways to express moods. ,

4.'6 Have students listen to conversation, informal and formal oral

4.
discourse on tape and identify the speakers tone and thp effect on

meaning, of the propositions.
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mood (one in a particular text) and elicit ways to
. /

-CoMmunItate it.

J

t.

6. Discuss peculiarities of written text: how communic-a-Eio6-11-in

some ',lays restricted but in other ways-facilitated (e.g., authors

can "paint" a visual sceneto stand for a mood).
. .

7. Have students search for mood in a text, -having them look for

whole scenes, focusing on the text (Mason, 1981).

8. Have students search for mood in a text, having them look for

syntactic clues, lexical terms, sentence and paragraph rhythm. Focus

on finding 'few key terms that signal tone (Purves, 19$0).

9. Give students simple children's stories with pn'easy-to-perceive

mood "Frederick the Mouse" to introduce them to mood 4n texts.

Analyze the text on a global level and local level.

10. Haie students use a journal review form to, evaluate three

articles, one of which is a lampoon and two which are foils 'to identify

those students who can recognize the satiric tone (Baldwin £ Readence,

1979) then use the assignment as a basis for discussion, analyzing

the article for cues and devices that indicate tone..

Some examples of mood exercises and passages are found in Appendix B.,

Conclusion

As,a reading teacher' in the future, I would make instructional decisions

regarding methods and materials based'on an integrated model of reading,

processes with the additional components of metadiscourse and mood as

Constraints on reading comprehension. I would usually focus on "the'

q.ihole" first; a top-down approach, but I would also focus on "the parts"
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a bottom-up approach when the need was present. FunttiCin words, especially

prepositions and conjunctions used in metadiscourse Wbuld be high priority

it.E.E7---Surface forriiT-YheS-tYle7751-ch-Metadisc8u-rse-and-moodis-a-pert

.

would be emphasized since the choice of 1-inguistic form proceeds from the

attitudeand feelings of the author to the reader, subject matter, or

purpose of the text. This non-linguistic component is, the gradient between

stiff; formal, cold, impersonal on the one hand and relaxed, informal, warm,

friendly orlthe other. (cis also joyous, sad, threatening; or satiric

mood of the text. Both metadiscourse and mood would be, taught as important

factors in comprehension processing.



Find propositions

find metadiscourse

assign to classes

!st Stage Inferences

solve1:reference and

amtAuity problems

- -

>

Affective Inferences:

relate propositions to evaluative

metadiscourse, textual mood

and reader beliefs and feelings

Connective Inferences:

Relate current proposition

to prior text and post text

proposition or meradiscourse

Extensive Infer noes:

Generate new pr positions

and interpret old propositions

based on'prior knowledge

and discourse context

Structural Inferences:.

Segment and organize the

text--Bukild a coherent

model of_the text

Figure A partial process model for Text Comprehension

tiff

Integrate everything

for a "constructed

text" and learning



Appendix A

'Metadiscourse Exercises

Licercise I

./

Use a suitable connecting word to join these two sentences intocme-
-

1.1

4

sentence. The connecting should sipw_how_the_ideas in_each

sentence are related.

0

1. The road between Pollock pines and Omo Ranch was quite Tough.
we found it more comfortable to travel slower,than

2. The'girl appeared to brat least three sizes too large for her bikini.
every eye was fixed upon her as the men waited for the

fabricfro fail.

The wreckers towed his car aiay, he could no longer drive it.

4. Students are sh6wing greater interest in baseball asa school sport.
students are showing a greater interest in dramatics.

5. She caused trouble wherever she went. she was the kind of
. woman who could turn a peaceful exchange of views on the weather into

a war of nerves.

4'
6. Kent s-dfdom,bothers to attend class or read his assignments.

he has never even taken the first test.

San Francisco is visited by every foreign visitor who comes to the West.
irstharms are known the world over.

8. The dog and the,cat always ight, % it is obvious they hate
each other.

9. Far too much emphasis has been placed on psychology and too little on
personal res'Oastbility. a knowledge of psychology can
be very valuable,

10. The next morning she was glad that she had not yielded to a scare,
he was most strangely and obviously better.

11. .Recently Ralph.Nader has criticized the auto industry for,producing
unsafe automobiles. he condemned the Volkswagon as being
the most dangerous car on the road.

. 441 the figures were.correct and had been c,klecked, the total
came out wrong.

(from Writer's Workshop, Frew, Guches, Mehoffy, 1976).
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Circle .the .fetter of the connecting word that would be suitable for the
tTiiik at the beginffifig 6fthesentence.

Exercise II

Thank you very. much for lending me this book. I'm afraid. I didn't
understand mich of it. , I read less than half of it
2 , its a subject that interests 'be. 3 1

, it s
the first one that I ,need to know more about for my work. This isn't the
first time, that I'vg tried to find out something about it, os you may
remember. You can see hot giving up! tjaven't got a lot of time to
send on it. II perhaps you'd Ei good enough to send Me that
simple boa'you mentioned.

(from A Practical Guide to the Teaching of Engl-ish; Ri/ersand
Temperley, 1978)

Exercise III

Decide whether each sentence is one that introduced a speech, concludes it,
acts as a transitional connector, or does none of these. Circle your
answer.

:"=

1. It indeed a pleasure to address you on this occasion.
A. Introductory B. Transitional C. Concluding D. None

2. And, thus, for people in EurOpe as well as in America, this move seems
to indicate better future'relationships.
A. Introductory B. Transitional C. Concluding D. None

3. There are four countries whos; actions should643e discussed at some length.
A. Introductory B. Transitional C. Concluding D. None

4-. In the same way, the forests of the Far West are being protected.
A. Introductory B. Transitional C. Concluding' D. None

4
5. Because of these disastrous failurgs, .it seems time that schools change

their programs.
A. Introductory B. Transitional C. Concluding D. None

6. Today the lecture will be on Building a Vocabulary.
A. Introductory B. Transitional C. Concluding D. None

2.5
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7., For the facts in the case, let us examine these fifes,.
A. Introductory B. Transitional C. Concluding D. None

(froth the Broun-Car1sen Listening Comprehension Test, Harcourt &
Brace71955)------

A

EXerciSe IV

1. we had come out of the grove, the snow stopped and now, as

a 2. , we could see the great opening out of the prairie beyond.

3. ,the sun was near setting, we could see with ClalIfy, in the

r
the expanse of

l
new snow, the Indian village In thedistance 4.

Cottonwood grove at the bend of the river 5. there-was no wind,

the smoke from the tepees stood straight up, gray-blue in the gold light of

sunse ooked to our fire-arms, 6. there was no way to know

of wh tribe they, were. 7. we were thus engaged, Francois,
ey

the trapper, was peering across the distance. "Blackfeet!" he suddenly

exclaimed. My heart sank, 8.
.

knew that he was rarely mistaken

n-such matters. I gave the order to proceed across the prairie toward the

village, hoping, 9. against my better' judgment, that a bold

show was the best.policy. I discovered in a few minutes, 10.

that the boldness had been a-mistake:

(from Modern. Rhetoric, Brooks &- Warren', Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,

1979)
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Exercise V

Read these two passages and circle each example of m1tadiscourse. Then
label its type and function on a separate sheet. 4

The Treehouse

_There were two things Mary had always wanted--a place to be alone
and a place that was for bird watching. Her family was now renting a'
home...in a big city. Mary decided that there was one way she could get
both of these things. In the'back yard away from the house, they had a
large tree. She made up her mind to build a treehouse in that tree.
That way she Could do the things she wanted and have a pleasant place to
watch bird.

Clearly she could not build it on.her own, so she talked to her
brother dnd some of his friends, and some of her own friends. Soon they
got all the materials together and the bUilding began.

When the building was'about a third of the way through, Mary's
parents came out to look at what was happening. Immediately, her parents
said that the building would have to stop because the tree was untouched
and very beautiful. They said that people climbing up and down would
ruin the life of the tree'afte0Pa while.

Mary did not' know what to do.
could change the treehouse into a bi
birds. do this way-ronce the buildi
be broken. .he decided to do this,

One df er friends'said that they
rdh9use to ee rge numbers of
ng-4as finished, no branches' would
andisoon the building was finished

Things turned out even better for (Mary because she enjoyed herself
even more by watching all the bircrs that came into the tree more regularly,
and she could watch all alone-=on - the -back pOrch.

la.

0

#
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Troubie'Between Sisters

J

There was a problem between Bonnie and her older sister, Rowena.
What Rowena wanted was clear. Bonnie had a large group of friends who were
very important to her. -Rowena, on the other hand, did not have the fFiend-
shVg-The needed: The arid more
difficult to keep her older sisteTout-of-hil'affairs:--Whe'heWl--Borinie
planned to do something with her friend's, Rowena tried to have some say.
She said that she just wanted to give some advice or to help carry out

_the plans that porpie had made, but it.,never worked out that Ay. In fact,
her help added up to meddling and Bonnie was afraid that afttr a while she
would lose her friends.

Bonnie dedid%d to ask their parents for help in defending her friend-
ships from her older sister. Her parents, however, could not decide what
was the beSi thing to do. Her mother was on Bonnie's side. Her father
didn't really believe that there was a problem. Finally, the parents
decided not to getomixed up in the matter. The two girls were told to fix
their problem on their own. Bonnie left the room wondering what fo do.

Alittle while later a new boy was registered at Rowena's high school.
The new arrival made Bonnie's girl friends much less interesting to Rowena,
and the older sister put all her efforts intomorking on the new friendship.
In fact, Rowena put so much'time into this new effort that she no longer
pa attention to Bert -ice end her friends:

Rowena no longer bothered Bonnie, letting her be free to develop her
own friendships. The younger sister was able to do what she wanted with
her friends without interference, and peace returned to the house.

Cfrom.Tech. Rep. No. 190, Center for the Study of Reading,

T. Raphael et al, December 1980)

(-1
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Appendix B--Mobd Exercises

Exercise I

A. TO force the students to seethe importance of precise versus simple

approximate word meaningg-in order, to ide-rifrfrEboAT-ISk stirdea-S-Io_

ln-the:-blank where the choicesThre all semantically appropriate but only

one gives a precise senitntic fit for mood. ..-
Susan was so happy that she through the park.

walked skipped trudged . .

Do a variaion on A in which two blanks are used. One word is

systematically changed, and students are asked to select a word for the
qmp

second blank that denotes'walking belt fits the mood of the word chosen for

thefirst blank.

Susan felt so that she through the park.

(from Toward a Theory of Reading Comprehension InStliiction,
Pearson & Spiro)

Exercise II

Is*this passage moo-dliSs?- Irso, is it a defect or a virtue?

Before intelligent criteria can be developed for the Selection of
superimposed leaders, the organization, through, its professional
staff, must first clearly define the objectiVes of its group pro-
gram and establish qualifications for group leadership. Second,
these objectives Must be made clear to the leaders. In group

work terminology the concept socialization appears as the central
objective, bUt in the experience of the writer- little effort has
been made to define this concept so as to be understandable to
the leader:.

From a magazine of social research
4Ve.

4

,1
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Exercise VII

What is the mood of the following passage?

A.

I see by the new Sears Roebuck catalogue that it is still possible
to buy an axle for a l'909 Model Tuiord, but I am not deceived. The great

Tdays,have faded, the end is'ih siiR.- Only one page Ln the current cata-
logue is devoted to partsand accessories for the:Model T; yet everyone
remembers springtimes when the Ford gadget _section was larger than men's
clothing, almost as targe as household-fprnishings. The la f Model T was
built in 1927, and the car is fading from what scholars callthe.American

scene--which is an understatement,' because to a few milliqp people who grew
up with it, the Old Fotd practically was the American scene.

It was the miracle od.had wrought. And it was patently the sort of
thing that courd only happen once. Mechanically uncanny, it was like
nothing.that had ever come.to the world before. Flourishing industries rose
and fell with it. As a vehidle, it was hard-working, commonplace, heroicy
and it often seemed to transmit those qualities to the persons who rode in
it. My own generation identifies it with Youth, with its gaudy, irre-
trievable excitements; befdre it fades into the mist, I would like to pay
it the tribute of the'sig4 that is nota sob, and set down random entries
in a shape somewhat less cumbersome than a Sears Roebuck catalogue.

'The Model T was distinguished from all other makes of cars by the
fact that its transmission was of a type,known as planetary--which was half
metaphysics, half sheer-friction. Engineers accepted the word "planetary"
in its epioycric sense, put I was always conscious that it also means
"wandering,t" "errati.c." Because of the peculiar nature of this panetarr
element, there was always, in Model T,'a certain dull rapport between engine
and wheels,3tnd ever( whenthe car was in a state known as neutral, it
6-embged with a deep' imperative and tended to inch forward. There was
never aimoment w4n:the bands were not'faintly egging the machine on: In

this respect it was likeraT horse, rolling the bit on its tongue, and country
people brought to. it.the,same technique they used with draft animals. ,

1

"IT

s

--LEE STROUT WHITE; "Farewell; My Lovely"

30



B. Rewrite the'passage without the mood.

Suggdsted rewrite:

The new Sears Roebuck.catalogue indicates that one may still purchase
an axle for a 1Mode1 T Ford. But this possibility, though interesti'n'g,

------does not-mean, that the Model T Ford is any longer an importantlactor in
American transportation. The section of the catalogue devoted to Ford
parts, once :larger than that devoted to men's clothing, has now shrunk to
a single page. No Model T's have been built since,1927, and this model is
rapidly disappearing from the American highway.

.

C. Label thtkind of mood found in the following passage.

In amrcommunity--even an academic community, l suppose--there will
always be those fearful, 'ignorant, sadistic people who feel theirsffelly
'little existence to be Somehow threatened by ideas different from their
own. Usually, though, the university tradition of free inquiry manages
to keep.their:neurotic tendencies ,toward anti-intellectual, sheep-like
orthodoxy and violence in check, at least until they get out of college.

But now ',Watched a mob of these mental pygmies whose sick and
unpatriotic intolerance had found a seemingly "Legitimate" outlet in two-
bit patriotism. They threw.earious objects at--and then ducked behind
each other (that's the old American way for you!).

(fromHA Modern Rhetoric, prooks and Warren)

4F
Exercise IV

4bne shows itself more clearly in paragraphs than in single sentences,'
so that this exercise may magnify an occasional slip into ajault of tone.
Still, it is good to be alert to the smallest signs. .

1. -It wasn't laughable', it wasn't Silly, it wasn't funny at all.
It was goose flesh and shudders and you .could go mad or'your heart could
stop beating lrke the snap of a thumb against a forefinger.

2. 'It was totally silent in the cavernous parking lot, two levels
below the street. The trip-in from Long Island had been unreal, a mechanical

- maneuvering of the car along the Expressway, the sudden realization that he
, was hitting nearly seventy, the jamming on of the brakes, the anger of some

indignant housewife, her hair flapping wildly in her convertible behind
him as shsimultaneously braked ant honked to keep herself from racking (

up on him.

4.
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Happiness is a nd solitaire for Christmas. / Happiness
is parking when you want o. -V Mappiness.is a hick town. / A diamond
is forever, (If equa)seach other, shouldn't it follow that nA diamond
is a !hick town where you can park forever?" To answer this question and
test ;the logic of these voguish phrasings, draw a good-sized cirtle and
mark lit "Happiness` then within it draw a smaller circle labeled "Parking"
or any of the other "is" counterparts. The area remainkng vacant in the
big, Circle will show that happiness is not the same as parking when y u
wantto.)

4. Everybody in today's schoolworld admits that tests are bad ews-
uhfair, repressive, elitist. But that don't mean a teacher can't se spot
quizzes, written questions, and such as mere performance in icat s,

conscious that human individual diversity must remain viable- -and will.

(from Simple and Direct--J. Barzun)

Exercise V

Circle the signals of mood in this passage

What is a weed? I have heard it said that there are sixty definitions.
For me, a week is a plant out of place. Or, less tolerantly, call it a
-foreigntleggressor, which is a thing not so mild as a mere escape from culti-
vation, a visitor that sows itself innocently in a garden bed where you
would not9choose to plant it. Most weeds have natal countries, whence they
have sortied. So Japahese honeysuckly, English plantain, Russian thistle
came from lands we recognize, but others, like gypsies, have lost all record
Of their, geographic origin. Some of them turn up in all countries, and are
listed'in no flora as natives. Some knOck about the seaports of the world,
springing up wherever ballast used tglbe dumped from the old sailing ship-s-.
Others prefer cities; they hive lost contact with sweet soil and lead a
guttersnipe existence. A little group occurs only where wool waste is
dumped, others are dooryard and pavement weeds, seeming to thrive the more
as they are trod by the feet of man's generations. Some pried in an age
of simpler tastes have become"garden declasses and street urchins; thus it
comes about that the pleasant but plebeian scent of Bouncing Bet, that
somewhat blowsy pink of old English gardens, is now one of the character-
istic oders of American sidewalk ends, where the pavement peters out and
shacks and junked cars begin.

--DONALD-CULROSS PEATTIE, Flowering-Earth

(from A Modern Rhetoric, by Brooks and Warren)
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